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Abstract

Collecting data for training dialog systems can001
be extremely expensive due to the involvement002
of human participants and the need for ex-003
tensive annotation. Especially in document-004
grounded dialog systems, human experts need005
to carefully read the unstructured documents006
to answer the users’ questions. As a result, ex-007
isting document-grounded dialog datasets are008
relatively small-scale and obstruct the effective009
training of dialogue systems. In this paper, we010
propose an automatic data augmentation tech-011
nique grounded on documents through a gen-012
erative dialogue model. The dialogue model013
consists of a user bot and agent bot that can syn-014
thesize diverse dialogues given an input doc-015
ument, which are then used to train a down-016
stream model. When supplementing the origi-017
nal dataset, our method achieves significant im-018
provement over traditional data augmentation019
methods. We also achieve great performance020
in the low-resource setting.021

1 Introduction022

Most of human knowledge is stored in the form of023

documents, ranging from answering factoid ques-024

tions (Reddy et al., 2019) to providing how-tos on025

millions of tasks (Zhang et al., 2020a). How to026

comprehend and retrieve relevant knowledge from027

documents given a user query is a challenging re-028

search problem. Inspired by real-world applica-029

tions, there have been more works (Rajpurkar et al.,030

2016a, 2018; Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Yang et al.,031

2015) that aims to tackle this challenge. In this032

work, we focus on the task of conversational infor-033

mation seeking based on the associated documents,034

which are often referred to as document-grounded035

dialogue systems (Ma et al., 2020).036

Recent works have introduced various datasets037

for building document-grounded conversational038

question answering and dialogue systems. Some039

work such as QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) and CoQA040

(Reddy et al., 2019) first explored the direction of041

Figure 1: An example from Doc2Dial of dialogue con-
versation produced from grounding to an associated
document. The agent must select the correct spans and
engage in a fluent manner to generate a proper response.

conversational question answering. Then, ShARC 042

(Saeidi et al., 2018) added follow-up questions by 043

agents. Later, Doc2Dial (Feng et al., 2020a) further 044

expends the dialogue actions and domains, which 045

aims to simulate more kinds of real-life scenarios. 046

However, such dataset is typically hard to scale up 047

and to new domains, as it requires carefully crafted 048

dialogue flows and expensive human annotations. 049

As a consequence, one main obstacle for devel- 050

oping scalable and effective document grounded 051

dialog systems is the lack of sufficient data. In chit- 052

chat scenarios, recent works such as DialoGPT 053

(Zhang et al., 2020b), Meena (Adiwardana et al., 054

2020), and Blender (Roller et al., 2021) have 055

achieved human-like performance by taking the 056

advantage of training on a large-scale corpus. Sim- 057

ilarly, task-oriented dialog systems such as ARDM 058

(Wu et al., 2021) and SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl 059

et al., 2020) have also utilized large-scale corpora 060

or pre-trained models to achieve good performance. 061

The aforementioned models were trained with 062

millions of samples, while the current document- 063

grounded dialogue datasets like Doc2Dial (Feng 064
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et al., 2020a) only contains thousands of conver-065

sations. Training on such a small-scale dataset066

constrains the performance of neural network mod-067

els. Therefore, augmenting existing datasets can068

help build a more effective document-grounded069

dialogue system.070

One popular approach to augmenting datasets is071

to paraphrase existing seed data. The most straight-072

forward form of paraphrasing is to directly use a073

model trained to generate paraphrase pairs (Gao074

et al., 2020). Back-translation serves as another075

type of paraphrasing, which first translates a sen-076

tence into another language and then back again077

(Chadha and Sood, 2019; Bornea et al., 2021).078

Back-translation ensures the quality and correct-079

ness of the augmented data and often shows im-080

provement in downstream models. Both methods081

aim to provide variety to the training data without082

greatly altering the semantics of the original sen-083

tences. However, these methods only operate on084

the existing dialogue data and fail to take advantage085

of the available document for augmentation.086

Another direction for data augmentation is to087

generate examples from scratch by grounding to088

auxiliary documentation. Lewis et al. (2021) gener-089

ate question-answer pairs with a model pre-trained090

on available training data. This often requires ad-091

ditional filtering or denoising measures to ensure092

correctness of generated data. Also, these models093

are built for the purposes of single-turn question094

answering, rather than multi-turn dialogues.095

Inspired by Alberti et al. (2019), we propose096

an automatic document-grounded dialogue gener-097

ation (DG2) method that augments the amount of098

data available for training a dialogue system. The099

model consists of a user bot and an agent bot that100

alternately generates utterances to complete a con-101

versation. The user bot includes a span extraction102

model that can first select a passage and then pre-103

dict the rationale start and end positions inside a104

passage. The agent bot has a denoising mechanism105

to filter out generated rationales irrelevant to the106

conversation. The user bot begins by selecting a107

passage from the document that is most relevant to108

the current context. It then selects a rationale span109

from this passage and generates the user utterance.110

The agent bot takes the selected span from the user111

bot, and then checks if it can find the correct ratio-112

nale span, and finally generates the agent response.113

This process repeats until an entire dialogue is gen-114

erated.115

We evaluate our model on a representative 116

document-grounded dialog dataset Doc2Dial (Feng 117

et al., 2020a). We test and generate additional 118

dialogs with both the seen documents and un- 119

seen documents. We augment the original dataset 120

and train it on a downstream model. The results 121

show that our method improves the performance 122

of the downstream model after augmentation. We 123

also test scenarios of low-resource settings. We 124

train and evaluate the generative models with only 125

25%, 50%, 75% data. Experimental results show 126

that our method perform well even when training 127

data is scarce. 128

2 Related Work 129

2.1 Document Grounded Dialogue Systems 130

Document Grounded Dialogue System (DGDS) 131

is the type of dialogue systems that the dialogues 132

are grounded on the given documents. It helps 133

humans to better retrieve information they want as 134

most of human knowledge is stored in the form of 135

documents. The study of DGDS can greatly impact 136

the future way of interacting with knowledge. 137

Recently, there are many document grounded 138

dialogue datasets proposed. Doc2Dial (Feng et al., 139

2020b) is a representative document grounded di- 140

alogue dataset which involved human-to-human 141

conversations and focused on real scenarios under 142

social welfare domains. Previous datasets such as 143

CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) and QuAC (Choi et al., 144

2018) focused on machine reading comprehensions. 145

SharC (Saeidi et al., 2018) is close to Doc2Dial. Its 146

conversations are grounded to short text snippets, 147

and contains follow-up questions. ABCD (Chen 148

et al., 2021) supports customer service interactions 149

by providing Agent Guidelines as additional docu- 150

mentation to aid in task-oriented conversations. 151

An example of DGDS from Doc2Dial is shown 152

in Figure 1. For each turn, the agent needs to look 153

at the specific paragraph inside the document to be 154

capable of answering the user’s questions. More- 155

over, the agent can also ask follow-up questions. 156

For A3, the agent asks “Would you like to know if 157

you are eligible?". In this way, the agent guides the 158

user to center more on the details in the document. 159

Due to the complexity of Doc2Dial, simulating 160

such dialogues is highly nontrivial. 161

2.2 Data Augmentation 162

Data augmentation for question answering and di- 163

alogue systems has been well-studied in the past. 164
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of DG2. Given a document and the dialogue history, DG2 iteratively performs (1)
passage selection, (2) rationale extraction, and (3) utterance generation to produce a completed dialogue.

There are two major directions: paraphrasing exist-165

ing QA pairs from seed data or generating new QA166

pairs from scratch.167

Paraphrasing is a simple and effective technique168

to augment natural language datasets. It has been169

widely used in many NLP tasks including natu-170

ral language understanding, question answering,171

and task-oriented dialog systems (Gao et al., 2020)172

to improve the downstream models’ performance.173

In question answering, paraphrasing with back-174

translation (Chadha and Sood, 2019; Bornea et al.,175

2021) is well-studied for datasets such as SQUAD176

(Rajpurkar et al., 2016b).177

Another approach is generating new question-178

answer pairs. Early question-answer generation179

models used rule-based methods (Rajpurkar et al.,180

2016b). More recently, neural network-based181

question-answer pair generation models have been182

studied. PAQ (Lewis et al., 2021) generates 65 mil-183

lion question-answer pairs based on Wikipedia and184

trained a retrieval based that.185

However, existing approaches have not explored186

applications for conversational question answer-187

ing yet, especially for document grounded dialog188

systems. Compared to single-turn question answer-189

ing datasets like SQUAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016b),190

it involves additional complexity of modeling di-191

alog flow and interconnection naturalness. Also,192

instead of only providing an answer span, datasets193

like Doc2Dial (Feng et al., 2020b) have free-form194

agent responses. The agent needs to produce natu-195

ral utterances conditional to the selected rationale.196

Also, existing conversational question genera-197

tion models (Gu et al., 2021) only focused on198

the quality of generations but did not address the 199

improvement on downstream models. We de- 200

sign a specific dialog augmentation approach for 201

document-grounded dialog systems. Our work can 202

synthesize the entire conversation, and can be used 203

to improve down-stream task’s performance. 204

3 Document-Grounded Dialogue Setup 205

A dialogue can be thought of as a series of turns 206

between two interlocutors. Within goal-oriented 207

dialogues, we refer to the first speaker as the user, 208

and the second speaker as the agent, whom we 209

model as d = [(u1, a1), (u2, a2), ...(ut, at)]. In a 210

document-grounded setting, the conversation re- 211

volves around the topics and entities mentioned in 212

the associated document. A document is composed 213

of a series of text passages, which are themselves 214

broken down further into spans. 215

Dialogue success is determined by following the 216

typical success metrics for any given task, where 217

the only difference is that the outcome of the con- 218

versation is likely to depend on the ability to reason 219

about the contents of the document. While sophisti- 220

cated architectures are certainly capable of improv- 221

ing document-grounding, we take a data-centric ap- 222

proach instead by generating new dialogues from 223

the documents to serve as additional training data 224

for the downstream model. 225

4 Data Augmentation via DG2 226

We propose Document-Grounded Dialogue 227

Generation (DG2) as a method of data augmenta- 228

tion. We aim to generate a complete and coherent 229

dialogue given a document by building two bots 230
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talking to each other.231

Given a document C, we can model a dialog d232

between the user and the agent with:233

p(d|C) =
t∏

i=1

p(ui, ai|ci ∈ C) (1)234

where ui is the user turn utterance, ai is the agent235

turn utterance, and ci is the selected passage at i-th236

turn.237

We further decompose the model into three parts:238

passage selection, rationale extraction, and utter-239

ance generation. We also apply a filtering model to240

ensure the quality of generated utterances.241

4.1 Passage Selection242

A document can often be very long, so it must243

be divided into smaller passages first. Then, we244

need to rank the passages, and select a relevant245

passage given the dialogue context. We can maxi-246

mize the passage probability for ct with contrastive247

loss where the positive passages are from ground248

truth, and the negative passages are from the same249

document.250

p(ct|{ui, ai}i<t, C) (2)251

During generation, we sample from the probability252

distribution to select the passage. We choose to253

sample rather than perform greedy selection since254

this allows for choosing different passages given255

the same dialogue context, thereby increasing the256

diversity of the augmentation.257

4.2 Rationale Extraction258

Next, we further extract a rationale span from the259

selected passage.260

p(rt|{ui, ai}i<t, ct)261

Span extraction systems typically model the start262

and end position of a span independently as263

p(rstart|c)×(rend|c). This settings works well when264

the span is short, as is often the case for stan-265

dard question answering tasks. However, the spans266

encountered in some document-grounded dialog267

datasets are much longer causing problems in tra-268

ditional approaches. As an alternative, we propose269

an autoregressive method that samples the start and270

end position in sequentially with:271

p(rt) = p(rstart|c)× p(rend|rstart, c) (3)272

To ensure that the autoregressive property holds, we 273

add the predicted start position’s hidden state Hstart 274

and each position’s hidden state Hi, and then we 275

project the combined hidden state with a learnable 276

function fr to get the final predicted end position. 277

Thus, the training objective becomes to maximize 278

rend = argmax
i

fr(Hstart +Hi) (4) 279

When extracting a rationale, we first sample a start 280

position from top-k options. Conditioned on this 281

start index, we then sample the end position. This 282

allows us to extract different rationales given the 283

same context, which greatly improves the diversity 284

of generated dialogues compared to using the same 285

rationale. 286

4.3 Utterance Generation 287

Given the selected passage and the extracted ratio- 288

nale, we can now start to generate the user utterance 289

and the agent utterance. 290

User Utterance As seen in Figure 2, user model 291

generates a user utterance conditioned on the di- 292

alog history and the extracted rationale. Instead 293

of only using the rationale to generate utterances, 294

we provide the context passage along with the ra- 295

tionale for better performance. To tell the model 296

where the rationale is in the passage, we highlight 297

the rationale span by wrapping its text in the in- 298

put with “[" and “]". The new passage with the 299

rationale span information is defined as c′t. 300

We then model the user utterance with a encoder- 301

decoder where the input is the dialogue history and 302

the passage c′t, and the output is the user utterance. 303

304

p(ut) = p(ut|{ui, ai}i<t, c
′
t) (5) 305

Agent Utterance Similar to user utterance gener- 306

ation, we model the agent utterance with a encoder- 307

decoder. 308

p(at) = p(at|{ai, ui}i<t, c
′
t) (6) 309

The difference is that the dialogue history now 310

includes the previous generated user utterance. The 311

rationale position information in the passage is pro- 312

cessed similarly as in user utterance generation. We 313

can repeat the user utterance and agent utterance 314

generation process to generate the entire dialogue. 315

4.4 Filtering the Augmented Data 316

Roundtrip consistency checking (Alberti et al., 317

2019; Zhong et al., 2020) has previously been used 318
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to improve the correctness of generated augmen-319

tation data. It utilizes a model to double-check320

whether the answer span is the same as the span321

used to generate the question. Based on this in-322

sight, rather than tuning a sampling temperature323

to trade-off against noise and diversity, we instead324

greedily pick the rationale span and use consistency325

checking to filter for quality. For our purposes, we326

expect the extracted rationale to be aligned with327

the dialogue context as well as the user utterance.328

We build a new passage selector and rationale329

extraction model such that:330

p(ĉt|{ui, ai}i<t, , ut, C) (7)331

p(r̂t|{ui, ai}i<t, ut, ĉt) (8)332

where ĉt is the predicted passage from the docu-333

ment C with the dialogue context and the generated334

user utterance, and r̂t is the prediction rationale335

within ĉt. When r̂t is not aligned the previous rt,336

we remove this utterance ut. Because rationale337

spans can be very long, filtering based on exact338

match will be too strict, so we filter based on f1339

word overlap.340

4.5 Document Positional Information341

When a document is divided into passages, it loses342

positional information between different passages.343

As a dialogue progresses, we can expect to focus344

more on the later part of a document, which in-345

volves more details of a topic. Therefore, it is346

important to incorporate the turn information and347

the passage position information into the model.348

We use a simple yet effective method to com-349

bine the dialogue turn positional information350

and passage positional information. For the351

speaker positions we use a prompt “user{num}:"352

or “agent{num}:", where “num" is replaced with353

the number of turns so far. This allows the model354

to track how many turns have passed, leading to355

a more coherent dialog structure. For the passage356

positions, we embed a passage index to indicate the357

location of the passage within the document. Com-358

bining the two flows together, the model is able to359

have conversations focused on the beginning of the360

document at the first, and naturally shift towards361

the end of document later.362

5 Experiments363

We first introduce the datasets evaluated with our364

method, then the baselines for comparisons, and in365

the end our method’s implementation details.366

5.1 Datasets 367

Dialogue Level Document Level
#dial #turns #tok span #doc #tok

train 3,474 11.8 15.0 26.5 415 834
valid 661 12.1 15.3 25.8 273 821
test 661 12.0 14.9 24.5 273 809
DG2 3,474 12.0 14.2 42.2 415 834

Table 2: Doc2Dial dataset statistics. The following
abbreviations are made: ‘dial’ is short for dialogue, ‘tok’
is short for tokens, and ‘doc’ is short for documents.

Doc2Dial consists of two subtasks around identi- 368

fying relevant spans based on dialogue context and 369

producing cohesive responses based on extracted 370

rationales (Feng et al., 2020a). Formulated as a 371

span selection task, user utterance understanding 372

requires an agent to interpret user queries in the 373

context of the dialogue history and then select the 374

relevant span from the associated document. Pre- 375

dicted spans are graded based on Exact match (EM) 376

and F1-score. Exact match is when the predicted 377

span exactly lines up with the actual span. F1-score 378

balances the recall and precision of the predicted 379

uni-grams compared to the gold span. 380

The second subtask is agent response prediction, 381

which requires an agent to generate a natural lan- 382

guage response to the user query given the dialogue 383

context and the document. Response quality is mea- 384

sured by SacreBLEU metric (Post, 2018) which 385

aims to capture how closely the predicted response 386

lines up with the gold response. Table 2 shows 387

Doc2Dial’s dialogue-level statistics and document- 388

level statistics. 389

5.2 Baselines 390

We compare against a number of baselines typically 391

used to augment natural language data. In contrast 392

to our technique, these methods all operate on the 393

existing dialogues, whereas our method generates 394

new dialogues from scratch from the associated 395

document. 396

Easy Data Augmentation Wei and Zou (2019) 397

propose to augment data through a series of surface 398

form alterations. In particular, Easy Data Aug- 399

mentation (EDA) consists of inserting new tokens, 400

deleting random tokens, swapping pairs of tokens, 401

or replacing tokens with their synonyms. 402

Back-translation Back-translation is another 403

strong augmentation method which first translates 404
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Model
Validation Test

Span Coverage
EM F1 BLEU EM F1 BLEU

Original data 58.13 72.61 37.08 58.34 73.25 36.89 48.27
+ EDA 60.40 74.30 37.72 59.71 73.62 37.63 48.27*
+ Back-translation 60.15 73.74 36.68 60.17 73.35 37.32 48.27*
+ Paraphrase 59.97 73.92 37.76 57.98 72.71 38.40 48.27*
+ DG2 60.30 74.34 38.07 60.92 74.53 38.57 57.65

Table 1: Experimental results on the Doc2Dial dataset. EM stands for Exact Match. DG2 outperforms all other
data augmentation methods on almost every metric. *EDA, Back-translation, and Paraphrase do not modify span
information and thus are unable to increase span coverage in relation to the original data.

some text into a separate language and then back-405

translates to the original language. We follow406

BERT-QA (Chadha and Sood, 2019), in translat-407

ing all user utterances to French and then back to408

English to augment the original dialogues.409

Paraphrase Paraphrasing can be achieved by410

training a sequence-to-sequence model on paral-411

lel paraphrase pairs corpora. In particular, we412

train a BART-base model (Lewis et al., 2020a)413

on the MRPC (Dolan and Brockett, 2005), QQP414

(Iyer et al., 2017) and PAWS (Zhang et al., 2019)415

datasets.416

5.3 Coverage Metric417

During inference, any section within the document418

is fair game for discussion. A model trained on419

dialogues that cover larger portions of the given420

documents should therefore perform better later on.421

Consequently, a strong data augmentation method422

should aim to generate dialogues that cover as423

much of the document as possible. We formalize424

this intuition with the span coverage metric, which425

we calculate as:426

Coverage =

∑
span |

⋃
d∈doci

⋃
s∈d s|

|documenti|
427

where s refers to spans within a document and doc428

refers to the number of documents in the corpus.429

5.4 Implementation Details430

For passage ranker, and rationale extraction model,431

we fine-tuned RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) on432

the downstream training datasets. For utterance433

generators, we fine-tuned BART-base (Lewis et al.,434

2020b). We set total input length of 512-tokens435

which is 128 tokens for dialogue followed by 360436

tokens for the document, with some room left over437

for special tokens. The augmented data is gener- 438

ated with beam size 4, top-p 0.9, and temperature 439

0.9. When utilizing the augmented data, we pre- 440

trained the downstream model on the augmented 441

data for one epoch before fine-tuning (Alberti et al., 442

2019). The default f1 threshold is set to 0.9, which 443

we determined by validating against the dev set. 444

For fine-tuning, we train for five epochs, and use 445

the same optimizer of AdamW (Loshchilov and 446

Hutter, 2019) and learning rate of 3e − 5 for all 447

experiments. 448

6 Results and Analysis 449

This section shows the results for the full dataset 450

and low-resource settings. We also conduct human 451

evaluation on the generated dialogues. Afterwards, 452

we discuss the results by analyzing generated ex- 453

amples. 454

6.1 Main Results 455

As shown in Table 1, DG2 achieves the overall 456

best performance compared to other baselines that 457

only augment the original human-annotated data. 458

Other baselines all show some improvements over 459

the downstream model only trained using the orig- 460

inal data. EDA has very high EM and F1 scores 461

for the rationale extraction task, but suffers at pro- 462

ducing coherent dialogues as measured by BLEU. 463

Paraphrase has relatively lower EM and F1 scores, 464

but it achieves better BLEU scores than EDA and 465

Back-translation. We suspect that this is because 466

Paraphrase contains more diverse utterances as the 467

inputs than other baselines. 468

When evaluating the augmented dialogues with 469

the original training set’s documents, we find that 470

DG2 achieves higher span coverage. Unlike the 471

other methods, DG2 is able to generate novel ra- 472

tionales to increase the diversity of the augmented 473

data, which we believe plays a large factor in im- 474
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Speaker Utterance
User I’m thinking about getting some retirement benefits.

Agent Are you wondering what age to start your benefits?
Rationale: What Is The Best Age To Start Your Benefits?

User Yes, I want to know what age I should start my benefits.
Agent Are you planning to apply for Medicare?

Rationale: Should I apply for Medicare?
User Yes, I am.

Agent Then you should know that Medicare usually starts when you reach age 65.
Rationale: Remember, Medicare usually starts when you reach age 65. If you decide to delay
starting your benefits, be sure to contact Social Security about 3 months before you turn age
65 to check about applying for Medicare. Even if you have health insurance through a ...

User What if I need to enroll but don’t?
Agent Your Medicare coverage may be delayed and cost more.

Rationale: your Medicare coverage may be delayed and cost more. Please read the general
and special enrollment period information on page 12 of our Medicare booklet to find out
what may happen if you delay.

User What age is the best age to begin benefits?
Agent The answer is that there is no one " best age" for everyone and, ultimately, it is your choice.

You should make an informed decision about when to apply for benefits based on your
individual and family circumstances.
Rationale: The answer is that there is no one " best age " for everyone and, ultimately, it is
your choice. You should make an informed decision about when to apply for benefits based
on your individual and family circumstances.

Table 4: Generated dialogue showing typical agent and user interaction. Unlike question answering datasets, the
agent can also ask questions to the user to guide the direction of the conversation.

proving downstream metrics.475

Filtering #Spans EM F1

None - 57.78 73.27
f1 < 0.5 top-1 57.73 73.01
f1 < 0.9 top-10 58.23 73.05
f1 < 0.9 top-1 60.80 74.38
f1 < 0.95 top-1 59.21 74.00
f1 < 0.98 top-1 59.26 73.84

Table 5: We test different quality thresholds to deter-
mine the optimal level of filtering. A higher F1-score
means that more samples are filtered.

6.2 Low Resource Setting476

To further illustrate the performance of DG2, we477

train all the models with only 25%, 50%, 75% of478

the original training data. We generate the dia-479

logues based on the documents in the knowledge480

base. In this limited data setting, our model gen-481

erally outperformed Back-translation. However,482

compared to EDA, there is still some performance483

gap. We suspect that this is because when training484

with less data, the generative models’ performance485

degenerates faster than the downstream model. We 486

hope to overcome these issues with further improve- 487

ments on data quality filtering. 488

6.3 Different Filtering Strategies 489

Prior works in data augmentation have shown that 490

filtering the synthetically generated examples can 491

provide a meaningful boost in the data quality 492

(Chen and Yu, 2021). As a result, we tune against 493

different F1-score thresholds and span counts on 494

the validation set. When the generated dialogue 495

produces a higher F1-score, then this example is 496

more likely to also produce better results during 497

testing. The span count determines how many ex- 498

amples we consider when calculating this score. 499

While raising the F1-score threshold increases the 500

potential quality of the data, it comes as the expense 501

of keeping fewer of the generated examples. Based 502

on Table 5, we observe a sweet spot at 0.9, where 503

a stricter filtering process would remove too many 504

examples while a looser filtering process would 505

lower the quality too much. 506
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Model 25% 50% 75%
EM F1 BLEU EM F1 BLEU EM F1 BLEU

Baseline 43.08 64.01 32.76 41.61 62.25 34.35 58.03 72.61 36.48
+ EDA 46.68 64.68 33.97 56.09 70.51 35.84 59.84 73.40 36.24
+ Back-translation 47.48 65.18 33.00 54.44 69.52 35.30 58.66 72.75 36.08
+ DG2 46.48 65.58 32.90 54.51 71.40 35.74 58.89 73.38 37.01

Table 6: Experimental results on low-resource settings.

Consistency Fluency Naturalness Overall

Human 3.80 3.96 3.56 3.70
DG2 3.60 4.18 2.98 3.38

Table 7: Human evaluation results on the generated
dialogues.

6.4 Human Evaluation507

We conduct human evaluation on the human dia-508

logues and the generated dialogues. We randomly509

sample 50 dialogues from each class. We shuffled510

the sampled dialogues and ask annotators to rate511

the dialogues with a score 1-5 in four different as-512

pects: consistency, fluency, naturalness, and overall513

quality.514

From the evaluation results, the generated dia-515

logues show better fluency than original human516

dialogues with p < 0.05. We observed that some517

human dialogues contain typos and grammar errors,518

while the generated dialogues are more grammati-519

cally correct, which explains the score difference.520

In terms of other human evaluation metrics, the521

generated dialogues are still worse than the origi-522

nal human dialogues.523

6.5 Qualitative Analysis524

We now compare and contrast two examples gener-525

ated by our procedure. Table 4 shows a good exam-526

ple from the document-grounded dialogue dataset.527

In the first four turns, the agent guides the user’s528

focus by asking relevant questions. When the user529

wants to know more details, the agent then switches530

to provide the relevant knowledge retrieved from531

the rationale. This behavior is different from tradi-532

tional question answering datasets where the agent533

simply reacts to user requests rather than exhibit-534

ing proactive behavior. On the flip side, one major535

problem of the current approach is repetition. The536

user continues to ask about forgetting to update537

their address despite attempts by the agent to an-538

swer their query. Although the surface form of the539

user utterances are different, the semantic mean- 540

ing remains the same. This repetition confuses 541

the agent who then extracts irrelevant rationales, 542

further exacerbating the situation. 543

7 Ethical Consideration 544

The models and approaches introduced in our work 545

involve using synthetic data as an enhancement to 546

existing datasets for modeling document-grounded 547

dialogue. For the existing datasets, they are often 548

dialogue simulation data generated by human work- 549

ers based on their understanding of the associated 550

document content and dialogue context. There are 551

potential biases or toxic content introduced in the 552

existing simulation during data collection. We can 553

address such concerns by making efforts to improve 554

the quality of the generated data that has shown its 555

effectiveness in the downstream task. Therefore, 556

our method can add an extra layer of safety and 557

privacy if we only use generated data for training 558

downstream models. Future work can explore how 559

data augmentation can help to build a more private 560

and safe dataset. 561

8 Conclusion 562

To address the problem of limited data in document- 563

grounded dialogue systems, we propose DG2 to 564

perform data augmentation via dialogue genera- 565

tion. Our technique generates diverse utterances 566

grounded on the given document while filtering the 567

utterances to ensure quality and correctness when 568

training on the downstream model. We demon- 569

strated the effectiveness of our pipeline by showing 570

the improvement over the previous data augmenta- 571

tion methods. We additionally show competitive 572

results in the low-resource setting when a limited 573

amount of human annotated data is available for 574

training. Future work will explore more techniques 575

of filtering to improve data quality. We hope this 576

spurs further research into document-grounded aug- 577

mentation techniques for dialogue systems. 578
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A Training Details 824

Hyper-parameters

batch size 16
warm-up steps 1,000
learning rate 3e-5
dropout 0.1
weight decay 0.01
max gradient norm 1.0
training epochs 5

Table 8: Training Details

We trained our model on and A4000 and A6000 825

GPUs. The detailed hyper-parameters can be found 826

in the table above. 827

B Bad Generation Examples 828

We show a bad generation example here to illustrate 829

one of the generation problem. 830
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Speaker Utterance
User I was planning to move and forgot to update my address. What do I do?

Agent By statute, you must report a change of address to DMV within ten days of moving. That is
the case for the address associated with your license, as well as all the addresses associated
with each registered vehicle, which may differ
Rationale: By statute, you must report a change of address to DMV within ten days of moving.
That is the case for the address associated with your license, as well as all the addresses
associated with each registered vehicle, which may differ.

User Am I able to do anything if I forget to update my address?
Agent It is not sufficient to only: write your new address on the back of your old license; tell the

United States Postal Service; or inform the police officer writing you a ticket.
Rationale: It is not sufficient to only: write your new address on the back of your old license;
tell the United States Postal Service; or inform the police officer writing you a ticket.

User What happens if I forget to update my address?
Agent You will miss a suspension order and may be charged with operating an unregistered vehicle

and/or aggravated unlicensed operation, both misdemeanors. This really happens, but the
good news is this is a problem that is easily avoidable.
Rationale: you will miss a suspension order and may be charged with operating an unreg-
istered vehicle and/or aggravated unlicensed operation, both misdemeanors. This really
happens, but the good news is this is a problem that is easily avoidable. Learn more ...

Table 9: A bad generated dialogue here shows repetition. Although the user utterances’ surface form are different,
their semantic meaning is the same.
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